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Abstract
Two-Line Elements (TLEs) continue to be the sole public source of orbiter
observations. The accuracy of TLE propagations through the Simplified Gen-
eral Perturbations-4 (SGP4) software decreases dramatically as the propagation
horizon increases, and thus the period of validity of TLEs is very limited. As
a result, TLEs are gradually becoming insufficient for the growing demands of
Space Situational Awareness (SSA). We propose a technique, based on the hy-
brid propagation methodology, aimed at extending TLE validity with minimal
changes to the current TLE-SGP4 system in a non-intrusive way. It requires
that the institution in possession of the osculating elements distributes hybrid
TLEs, HTLEs, which encapsulate the standard TLE and the model of its prop-
agation error. The validity extension can be accomplished when the end user
processes HTLEs through the hybrid SGP4 propagator, HSGP4, which com-
prises the standard SGP4 and an error corrector.
Keywords: Artificial satellite theory, Orbit propagator, Hybrid propagation
methodology, SGP4, TLE, SSA
1. Introduction
Space Situational Awareness (SSA) is one of the main issues that affect the
space sector nowadays. The huge amount of debris in orbit around the Earth,
especially concentrated in the most populated regions, LEO and GEO, pose an
unprecedented hazard on space assets and, consequently, on the services they
provide to the society. The magnitude of the problem has led the authorities
to introduce regulations on the space activity, in such a way that no launching
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permission is granted unless certain conditions are fulfilled. Those conditions
include proving that the space objects will not be invading some protected
regions during a fixed time span, which can extend even to a hundred years.
Suddenly, the time horizon of the propagations to be computed has increased
significantly.
In addition, the need for the accurate propagation of thousands of cata-
logued objects has arisen in order to allow for the early detection of probable
collisions with operative satellites. Consequently, a new need has been imposed
on orbit propagators: the computing speed. As a result, we have recently seen
a renewed interest in the orbit propagation methods, with a clear demand for
enhancements, both in terms of accuracy and computing efficiency.
The problem of orbit propagation consists in determining the position and
velocity of an orbiter at a given future time tf from its initial conditions at an
instant ti. In general, it is a non-integrable problem which implies handling a
three second-order or six first-order differential-equation system.
Three well-known techniques have been classically considered in order to
solve this problem. They can be characterized according to the perturbation
model taken into account, the formulation of the equation of motion, and the
integration method applied to its resolution, which can be analytical or numer-
ical.
General perturbation theories generate an analytical solution through the
application of perturbation methods [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. The result is an explicit
function of time and some physical constants, which implies very fast evalu-
ations, although the accuracy can be reduced due to the fact that, in order
to avoid cumbersome expressions, the analytical solution is usually a low-order
approximation in which only the most relevant forces are considered.
Special perturbation theories, on the contrary, are characterized by integrat-
ing the differential equations numerically [6, 7]. This technique is conducive
to higher accuracy because it allows taking into account complex perturbation
models, although the need for small integration steps translates into long com-
putational time.
Semianalytical techniques constitute a combined approach [8, 9, 10]. Com-
plex perturbing effects can be included in the formulation, which is then trans-
formed through analytical methods in order to remove the short-period compo-
nents. The slower dynamics of the remaining components allows performing a
numerical integration through longer integration steps. As a result, a compro-
mise between accuracy and agility can be achieved.
Different attempts to enhance these classical propagation methods have fo-
cused on approximating the physical models more accurately to the real phe-
nomena, particularly the atmospheric drag [11] and the solar radiation pres-
sure [12, 13], since non-gravitational perturbations are especially challenging to
model.
In the case of numerical integration, the emphasis has been placed on achiev-
ing both a higher accuracy and faster algorithms, which can take advantage of
parallel computing [14] in multicore and GPU computational systems. Alter-
natively, the research activity on analytical and semianalytical techniques has
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mainly been focused on extending to higher orders the required series expansions
[15], as well as on completing their perturbation models.
More recently, the hybrid propagation methodology, aimed at improving the
accuracy of any orbit propagator, has been proposed. This methodology can
combine any of the three classical integration methods with a forecasting tech-
nique. The aforementioned simplifications and inaccuracies in the integration
methods lead to solutions that are approximate, and consequently can be im-
proved. In order to achieve it, forecasting techniques based on either statistical
time series models [16, 17, 18] or machine learning methods [19, 20] can be used.
They can model the dynamics of the difference between the integrated approxi-
mate solution and the real behavior, during an initial control interval, with the
aim of reproducing it later, when real ephemerides are no longer available. That
error forecast represents a correction that, once added to the approximate solu-
tion, generates the improved final result. In conclusion, the hybrid propagation
methodology constitutes a non-intrusive technique that can be applied to the
enhancement of any orbit propagator.
The time series of the error during the initial control interval always show
a systematic pattern that repeats in every orbiter revolution; depending on
each case, a trend, usually linear, can also exist. Consequently, methodologies
based on decomposition are best suited to modeling these error time series.
Exponential smoothing techniques, as well as Box-Jenkins methodology, are the
most important decomposition methods. The latter was used in a previous
study [16], although we subsequently adopted the former because of its greater
simplicity, speed and predictive capability. The classical Holt-Winters method
[21], in its additive version, is the exponential smoothing technique that has
yielded the best results thus far. Nevertheless, an ongoing line of research is
the formulation of Holt-Winters methodology in the state space, which allows
modifying and increasing its components, assigning a probability distribution,
as well as obtaining maximum likelihood estimates.
Concerning machine learning methods, some architectures of artificial neural
networks have been explored, although this line of research is not so advanced as
the statistical time series one. The application of other neural network configu-
rations to the hybrid methodology for orbit propagation, as well as alternative
machine learning techniques, is currently being analyzed.
Nowadays, the sole universal source of observations available for the use of
the SSA community is distributed as Two-Line Elements (TLEs),1 which are
generated as mean elements based on the Kozai mean motion [2]. The propaga-
tion of TLEs needs to be done through the Simplified General Perturbations-4
(SGP4) software [22, 23], which is the propagator specially adapted to TLE
specifications, although it only considers the main perturbing effects. Neverthe-
less, no other propagator is recommended to be used with TLEs. In addition,
since TLEs are based on mean elements instead of osculating elements, the asso-
ciated uncertainty causes a rapid loss of accuracy, and therefore a very reduced
1http://www.space-track.org/
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propagation horizon. As a result, the current system based on TLEs and SGP4
is becoming insufficient for SSA growing demands.
We propose a non-intrusive enhancement of the TLE-SGP4 system based on
the hybrid propagation methodology: the HTLE-HSGP4 system. It requires the
modeling of the error associated to the SGP4 propagation of a TLE during an
initial control interval, which should be done by the TLE distributor, followed
by the inclusion of some parameters that define the deduced error model in the
distributed hybrid TLE, that is, the HTLE. The end user can benefit from an
extension in the HTLE validity if the propagation is done through the hybrid
SGP4 propagator, that is, HSGP4, which comprises both the standard SGP4
and an error corrector that calculates the correction to apply to the SGP4 output
from the additional parameters included in the HTLE.
The outline of this paper starts with a succinct formal description of the
hybrid propagation methodology in Section 2. Next, Section 3 provides a general
overview of the Holt-Winters algorithm implemented for the modeling of the
SGP4 error and the generation of the corresponding correction. Then, the
proposed hybrid HSGP4 orbit propagator is presented in Section 4 by means
of a real example, the sun-synchronous satellite Deimos 1. Finally, the main
concepts of the study are summarized in Section 5.
2. Hybrid propagation methodology
Similar to any other propagation theory, the hybrid propagation methodol-
ogy is designed to determine an estimation xˆf of the position and velocity of
an orbiter at a final instant tf , from its position and velocity x1 at an initial
instant t1, where x represents the complete set of six variables, which can be
referred to any canonical or non-canonical coordinate system.
In the first place, an initial approximation to xˆf must be calculated through
the application of the integration method I, which represents any of the afore-
mentioned three classical theories, to the initial conditions x1:
xIf = I(tf ,x1). (1)
In general, the integration method I includes some simplifications so as to
make the process viable and affordable, and thus xIf is just an approximation
of xˆf . A second step, in which an estimation of the difference is predicted, is
therefore necessary. In order to achieve it, a forecasting technique has to model
the dynamics missing from the approximation generated by I. For that purpose,
a set of either real observations or accurately generated ephemerides x, which
represent the real dynamics of the orbiter, must be available during an initial
control interval [t1, tT ]. By means of those values, the error of the integration
method, that is, its difference with respect to the orbiter real behavior, can be
determined for any instant ti in the control interval as
εi = xi − xIi , (2)
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where xi represents the accurate ephemeris and x
I
i the approximation generated
by the integration method I.
The six time series of εi values from t1 to tT , ε1, . . . , εT , which we call control
data, contain the dynamics to be modeled and reproduced by the forecasting
technique. After the adjustment process, an estimation of the error at the final
instant tf , εˆf , can be determined, thereby allowing for the calculation of the
desired value of xˆf as
xˆf = x
I
f + εˆf . (3)
3. Exponential smoothing method: Holt-Winters algorithm
The modeling of the time series of the error during the initial control interval
can be done with several techniques; we have chosen the Holt-Winters algorithm
not only because of its simplicity and good results, but also due to the portability
of the developed model, which constitutes a desirable quality in order to allow
the model to be integrated into the extended TLEs in a compact way.
Holt-Winters [21] is one of the so-called exponential smoothing methods.
They consider that a time series εt is composed of trend µt, or secular variation,
periodic oscillation St, or seasonal component, and unpredictable or random
variation νt. In the case of an additive composition, those three components
add up. In particular, the Holt-Winters algorithm considers a linear trend
µt = A + Bt with level A and slope B. Therefore, the value of the time series
at an instant t can be estimated as
εˆt = At−1 +Bt−1 + St−s, (4)
where s represents the period of the seasonal component.
Then, A, B, and S can be determined for the same instant t as the weighted
sum of two values, one based on the time series real value, εt, which must be
known during the control interval, and the other dependent on the previous
estimation of the time series components,
At = α(εt − St−s) + (1− α)(At−1 +Bt−1),
Bt = β(At −At−1) + (1− β)Bt−1, (5)
St = γ(εt −At) + (1− γ)St−s.
The three weights, α, β, and γ, with values in the interval [0, 1], are known as
smoothing parameters.
The algorithm 1 [17], which we have implemented in the R statistical pro-
gramming language [24], shows how to apply the Holt-Winters method to the
prediction of future time series values. The inputs to the algorithm are the
amount of data per revolution, s, the number of revolutions in the control in-
terval, c, the number of time steps after the control interval for which the time
series value has to be predicted, h, and the control data, {εt}Tt=1, with T = s×c.
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Algorithm 1 Holt-Winters
Require: s, c, h, and {εt}Tt=1
Ensure: εˆT+h|T
1: Estimate the values of A0, B0, S−s+1, . . . , S−1, S0
2: for t = 1; t ≤ T ; t = t+ 1 do
3: At = α(εt − St−s) + (1− α)(At−1 +Bt−1)
4: Bt = β(At −At−1) + (1− β)Bt−1
5: St = γ(εt −At) + (1− γ)St−s
6: εˆt = At−1 +Bt−1 + St−s
7: end for
8: Select error measure ∈ {MSE, MAE, MAPE} and express it as a function
of the smoothing parameters
9: Obtain the smoothing parameters that minimize error measure using the
L-BFGS-B method
10: Calculate AT , BT , ST−s+1, . . . , ST−1, ST for the optimum smoothing param-
eters
11: εˆT+h|T = AT + hBT + ST−s+1+hmod s
12: return εˆT+h|T
The output is εˆT+h|T , that is, the forecast of the time series at the final instant
tf = tT+h, based on the last control data, εT .
The algorithm starts by estimating the initial parameters A0, B0, S−s+1, . . . ,
S−1, and S0, which is accomplished through a classical additive decomposition
into trend and seasonal variation over the first orbiter revolutions. The first step
in this process consists in applying a moving-average filter to the time series,
which yields the trend. Then, a linear regression over the trend allows obtaining
the initial values of the level A0 and slope B0. After that, the difference between
the time series and the trend generates the seasonal component, which consists
of s points per revolution. Finally, S−s+1, . . . , S−1, and S0 can be obtained
as the s average values of the seasonal-component equivalent points in each
revolution.
Then, an iterative process takes place by applying Equations (4) and (5) to
the control interval, starting from t1 until tT (lines 2–7). As a result, a set of
time series estimated values, εˆt, dependent on the smoothing parameters, are
determined. The minimization of the estimation error with respect to the time
series real values, εt, leads to the optimal values of α, β, and γ.
A very common optimization method among specialists in time series and
machine learning is the limited memory L-BFGS algorithm, which is a quasi-
Newton technique that approximates the BFGS algorithm [25], named after
Broyden, Fletcher, Goldfarb, and Shanno, using a limited amount of computer
memory. The reason for its popularity lies in its reduced memory requirements,
which makes it especially appropriate for complex optimization problems. The
L-BFGS algorithm is usually employed to estimate parameters, although it does
not allow imposing constraints on them. Another optimization algorithm called
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L-BFGS-B [26] extends L-BFGS to handle parameter constraints. In our partic-
ular case, the three smoothing parameters whose values have to be optimized, α,
β, and γ, must be constrained to the interval [0, 1], hence we choose L-BFGS-B
as the optimization algorithm.
Three different error functions can be used as an optimization criterion, mean
square error, MSE, mean absolute error, MAE, and mean absolute percentage
error, MAPE:
MSE =
1
T
T∑
t=1
(εt − εˆt)2,
MAE =
1
T
T∑
t=1
|εt − εˆt|, (6)
MAPE =
1
T
T∑
t=1
∣∣∣∣εt − εˆtεt
∣∣∣∣100.
Once the optimal smoothing parameters α, β, and γ have been found, the
time series parameters AT , BT , ST−s+1, . . . , ST−1, ST are determined for the
last period of the control data, from which the forecast time series value at
the final instant, that is, h epochs ahead, εˆf = εˆT+h|T , can be calculated as the
addition of the last control data level AT , slope component hBT , and equivalent
seasonal value in the previous revolution ST−s+1+hmod s (line 11).
4. Hybrid SGP4 orbit propagator
In this section, the hybrid propagation methodology is applied to the SGP4
orbit propagator so as to improve the perturbation model considered in its
original design. The sun-synchronous orbit of the Deimos 1 Earth imaging
satellite will be used to illustrate this technique. The TLE employed for this
purpose is
1 35681U 09041A 11124.21233382 .00000325 00000-0 63164-4 0 9994
2 35681 098.0717 023.8270 0000845 081.0832 279.0474 14.69441166 94523
This TLE is transformed into osculating orbital elements by using SGP4,
with the aim of serving as the initial conditions to be accurately propagated
in order to generate a set of precise ephemerides, which we will call pseudo-
observations. In this case, pseudo-observations were generated from real data
by the satellite operator, Elecnor Deimos. We will use them in order to illustrate
the methodology, although the process of generating them would not be neces-
sary if real observations were available, which is the case for the TLE distributor.
The perturbations taken into account in this numerical propagation include a
60×60 Earth gravitational potential model, atmospheric drag, luni-solar effect,
solar radiation pressure including eclipses, Earth albedo, Earth infra-red (IR)
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re-radiation, Earth solid tides, and relativistic effect. The pseudo-observations
resulting from a 30-day numerical propagation of this model are used for two
purposes: firstly, as the real ephemerides that will allow for the modeling of the
SGP4 error during the initial control interval, and the subsequent generation
of the parameters needed by the Holt-Winters time series forecaster; secondly,
as a reference for comparisons between both versions of the SGP4 propagator:
the standard and the hybrid, which we call HSGP4. This study will be con-
ducted in terms of the Delaunay action-angle variables (l, g, h, L,G,H), which
are related to the classical orbital elements (a, e, i,Ω, ω,M) according to the
following expressions: l = M , g = ω, h = Ω, L =
√
µa, G =
√
µa(1− e2),
H =
√
µa(1− e2) cos i.
Next, with the aim of modeling the error of SGP4 with respect to the
pseudo-observations, the TLE is also propagated with SGP4 during 30 days.
Ephemerides are taken with a sampling period of ten minutes, which corre-
sponds to approximately one tenth of the revolution time. An initial interval
of 100 samples, that is, roughly ten satellite revolutions or 0.7 days, is selected
as the control interval for the application of the algorithm described in the pre-
vious section. A detailed study about the effects of the sampling period and
the control interval duration can be seen in [17]. Finally, a time series repre-
senting the error of SGP4 with respect to the pseudo-observations is generated,
by subtracting both sets of ephemerides, for each of the six Delaunay variables,
(εlt, ε
g
t , ε
h
t , ε
L
t , ε
G
t , ε
H
t ). These are the time series which will be individually fore-
cast using univariate Holt-Winters models.
As a first step previous to the application of the Holt-Winters algorithm, the
most relevant seasonal component for each time series is determined through
the analysis of periodograms and autocorrelation functions, ACF. An extensive
study concerning the identification of the main periodicities can be found in
[17]. In all the cases, the Keplerian period, very near to 100 minutes, that is,
ten samples, appears as the main component in the control interval being an-
alyzed. The first six satellite revolutions are used to deduce the initial values
of the level and slope of the trend (A0, B0), as well as the ten initial points
(S−s+1, . . . , S−1, S0), one per sample, which characterize the seasonal compo-
nent, according to the additive decomposition method described in the previous
section.
Then, the Holt-Winters algorithm is applied. The use of the mean square
error, MSE, as the error function to be optimized usually yields the best results,
and thereby is the one we select. We consider that convergence has been achieved
when the MSE reaches a value under 10−15. A more detailed analysis concerning
the choice of the error function can be found in [17].
As a result, both the trend and seasonal component that adjust optimally
to the time series being modeled during the control interval can be determined.
Those two components, which can be specified through twelve parameters (the
level and slope of the trend, plus the ten points of the seasonal component)
are obtained for the last instant in the control interval, although can be easily
referred to the initial instant, for the sake of compactness, by simply changing
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the level. Once the six time series have been modeled (εˆlt, εˆ
g
t , εˆ
h
t , εˆ
L
t , εˆ
G
t , εˆ
H
t ), the
error of SGP4 can be forecast for any future instant, so that its addition to the
corresponding SGP4 ephemerides constitutes the HSGP4 output. Nevertheless,
it is worth noting that any effect not present during the control interval will not
be reproduced in the future error forecast.
In order to validate this methodology, the initial conditions are propagated
through both the standard SGP4 and HSGP4, and then their corresponding
errors with respect to the pseudo-observations are compared in terms of both
position and orbital elements.
Table 1 shows the RMS position errors for different propagation spans, as
well as the relative improvement achieved by HSGP4 over SGP4 as a conse-
quence of having a better force model, derived from the processing of the infor-
mation contained in the pseudo-observations. As can be seen, the position error
of SGP4 can be reduced by one order of magnitude after a 30-day propagation,
reaching a value of only 27 km, which is the error of SGP4 for a propagation
of just 3.25 days. Similar conclusions can be drawn from Table 2 for the RMS
velocity errors, which remain one order of magnitude lower for HSGP4 than for
SGP4, with a value of 28 m/s after a 30-day propagation.
Table 1: Comparison of RMS position errors (km) of both SGP4 and HSGP4 for several
propagation spans.
Propagation span SGP4 HSGP4 Improvement (%)
0.7 day 5.698 0.441 92.26
1 day 7.998 0.981 87.74
2 days 16.369 2.399 85.34
7 days 58.366 9.505 83.71
30 days 270.745 27.005 90.03
Table 2: Comparison of RMS velocity errors (m/s) of both SGP4 and HSGP4 for several
propagation spans.
Propagation span SGP4 HSGP4 Improvement (%)
0.7 day 6.071 0.430 92.92
1 day 8.535 0.961 88.74
2 days 17.479 2.370 86.44
7 days 62.331 9.883 84.14
30 days 289.138 28.076 90.29
The errors of both propagators, SGP4 and HSGP4, in terms of orbital el-
ements, are summarized in Table 3 for the same propagation spans specified
for the position and velocity errors. A brief analysis of that information allows
concluding that the errors are very similar for the semimajor axis and the eccen-
tricity, whereas the behavior of the hybrid propagator is worse than the standard
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SGP4 for the inclination and the right ascension of the ascending node. Never-
theless, the most remarkable fact concerns the argument of the perigee and the
mean anomaly, whose opposite behavior is very noticeable.
Table 3: Greatest orbital element errors of both SGP4 and HSGP4 after several propagation
spans.
Orbital element Propagator 0.7 days 1 day 2 days 7 days 30 days
a (km)
SGP4 0.22 0.22 0.25 0.42 1.43
HSGP4 −0.10 −0.10 0.17 −0.39 −1.37
e (×10−5) SGP4 −5.67 −5.67 −5.67 6.62 37.30
HSGP4 −3.45 7.34 −8.21 −12.98 36.37
i (deg ×10−3) SGP4 3.87 3.87 3.87 3.87 −4.38
HSGP4 0.71 −3.66 −3.66 5.21 24.66
Ω (deg ×10−3) SGP4 2.93 2.93 3.05 3.12 4.02
HSGP4 0.73 2.66 12.49 64.98 303.71
ω (deg)
SGP4 4.51 4.51 4.51 −7.13 −31.33
HSGP4 2.59 −5.26 −6.39 9.87 40.43
M (deg)
SGP4 −4.57 −4.57 −4.57 6.38 27.52
HSGP4 −2.59 5.28 6.41 −9.76 −40.22
In order to gain some insight into the behavior of both propagators with re-
spect to the orbital elements, Figure 1 depicts their errors during a 30-day propa-
gation. The first remarkable fact confirms the conclusion previously drawn from
Table 3 concerning the qualitative behavior of the argument of the perigee and
the mean anomaly, whose plots are practically symmetrical, and thereby show
complementary errors. Although these errors are quite high, approximately 30◦
in the case of SGP4 and 40◦ in HSGP4 for a 30-day propagation, the modeling
of both angles, which correspond to the Delaunay variables g and l, can lead to
their mutual compensation.
On the other hand, the inclination and the right ascension of the ascending
node plots confirm that HSGP4 behaves worse than SGP4, although their dif-
ference is very reduced, as can be deduced from Table 3: only 0.02◦ in the case
of the inclination, and 0.3◦ for the right ascension of the ascending node after a
30-day propagation. The modeling of the Delaunay variables directly associated
with these orbital elements, H in the case of the inclination, and h as the right
ascension of the ascending node, does not seem to be relevant for the accuracy
of HSGP4 for the propagation time considered in this case.
Finally, the semimajor axis, related to L, and the eccentricity, connected
with G, effectively show similar results for both propagators; therefore their
contribution could be also irrelevant for the accuracy of the hybrid propagator
in this case.
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Figure 1: Orbital element errors corresponding to SGP4 (blue) and HSGP4 (magenta), model-
ing (l, g, h, L,G,H) Delaunay variables, during a 30-day propagation. Only 25% of data have
been plotted, without affecting the contour of the resulting figures, for the sake of clarity.
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It is worth noting that the use of separate univariate forecasts converts the
hybrid propagation methodology in a very flexible tool in the sense of adaptabil-
ity, since it allows including only the effects that we are interested in modeling in
the hybrid orbit propagator. In consequence, the application of this technique
does not provide a single hybrid propagator, but an entire family of propagators
in which the error models of different subsets of variables can be selected.
With the aim of illustrating this concept, and also in order to identify the
most influential variables that lead to an accurate, though simple, hybrid or-
bit propagator, Table 4 compares the standard SGP4 propagator and three
propagators of the family HSGP4, when the errors of three different subsets
of Delaunay variables are modeled, in terms of their maximum position er-
rors for several time spans. The three analyzed hybrid propagators are called
HSGP4(l,g), which only considers the angles (l, g), HSGP4(l,g,L,G), which takes
into account the variables (l, g, L,G), and, finally, HSGP4(l,g,h,L,G,H), which
models the six Delaunay variables. It can be observed that the mean anomaly l
and the argument of the perigee g are the variables whose error modeling con-
tributes the most to the accuracy of the hybrid propagator. Modeling also their
conjugate momenta, L and G, does not have any appreciable effect, therefore
they can be ignored for the sake of a simpler model. Similarly, the influence of
the right ascension of the ascending node, h, and its conjugate momentum, H,
is rather reduced; they can even worsen the distance error after a 30-day prop-
agation as a consequence of being long-period terms, whose slow dynamics can
scarcely be modeled in a reduced control interval of only 0.7 days. Therefore,
modeling only l and g variables can be enough so as to implement the hybrid
propagator.
Table 4: Maximum position errors (km) of SGP4 versus three propagators of the family
HSGP4, adjusted to different subsets of Delaunay variables, after several propagation spans.
Propagation
SGP4 HSGP4(l,g) HSGP4(l,g,L,G) HSGP4(l,g,h,L,G,H)span
0.7 days 10.551 1.088 0.994 1.019
1 day 14.235 3.206 3.195 3.198
2 days 28.650 5.883 5.893 5.708
7 days 101.164 20.477 20.500 19.483
30 days 486.738 41.100 41.099 42.969
Nevertheless, the most remarkable conclusion that can be drawn from Ta-
ble 4 is that the hybrid propagation methodology clearly contributes to extend
the validity of the corresponding TLE. In fact, the maximum position error is
five times lower in the three considered HSGP4 propagators than in SGP4 after
one week, and eleven times lower after 30 days of propagation. The maximum
position error of the HSGP4 propagators after 30 days, which ranges from 41
to 43 km, is equivalent to the SGP4 error after only 3 days. Figure 2 depicts
the distance error, as well as its three components in the tangent, normal, and
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binormal directions, for both the standard SGP4 propagator and HSGP4(l,g),
which only models the l and g angles.
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Figure 2: Distance error, along-track error, cross-track error, and radial error corresponding to
SGP4 (blue) and HSGP4(l,g) (magenta), modeling (l, g) Delaunay variables, during a 30-day
propagation. Both plots are virtually identical in the case of the cross-track error. Only 25%
of data have been plotted, without affecting the contour of the resulting figures, for the sake
of clarity.
Both Table 4 and Figure 2 show that the position error of HSGP4(l,g) re-
mains one order of magnitude below the position error of the standard SGP4.
Nevertheless, Figure 1 did not present such an improvement in any of the six
orbital elements. However, a noticeable complementary behavior of the mean
anomaly and the argument of the perigee errors was detected in those figures.
Since both variables are the most influential in HSGP4, as previously deduced,
and hence the only ones that are being modeled in Figure 2, it seems quite
evident that their corresponding errors are being mutually compensated.
In order to verify this assumption, we consider another variable that com-
prises both angles, the argument of the latitude θ, which is defined as the
addition of the true anomaly, f , whose behavior is similar to the mean anomaly,
and the argument of the perigee, ω. Therefore, the argument of the latitude
collects the short-period terms, which are the most influential for short-term
propagations, and also the easiest to be modeled during a reduced control inter-
val of only 0.7 days. Figure 3 shows the argument of the latitude error of both
the standard SGP4 and HSGP4(l,g) propagators for a 30-day propagation. As
previously presumed, the error of HSGP4(l,g) remains one order of magnitude
below the error of SGP4.
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Figure 3: Argument of latitude error corresponding to SGP4 (blue) and HSGP4(l,g) (ma-
genta), modeling (l, g) Delaunay variables, during a 30-day propagation. Only 25% of data
have been plotted, without affecting the contour of the resulting figure, for the sake of clarity.
Finally, Figure 4 summarizes the main steps described in this section, in
which we have presented an example in order to illustrate the application of
the hybrid methodology to the particular case of the SGP4 propagator. Never-
theless, it is worth noting that, in this case of the hybrid HSGP4 propagator,
the modeling process is not intended for the end user, but for the organiza-
tion in charge of distributing the TLEs, which handles first-hand information
that is not accessible for the end user, mainly real observations, which elim-
inates the need for the pseudo-observations that we have used for illustrative
purposes. By following the proposed methodology, extended TLEs that include
some additional information, that is, the Holt-Winters parameters of the error
model, can be distributed, thus constituting what we have called hybrid TLEs
or HTLEs.
For example, if the seasonal component is characterized with ten points,
like in the case presented in this study, the number of additional parameters to
be included in the corresponding HTLE is 12: the ten points of the periodic
oscillation plus the level and slope of the secular component. As the flow chart
shows, the Holt-Winters parameters can even be referred to the initial instant
t1, instead of being associated to the end of the control interval tT , for a greater
simplicity of the process.
The end user can benefit from the extended validity of HTLEs through the
use of the hybrid HSGP4 propagator, which comprises the standard SGP4 plus
an error corrector. The calculation of the orbiter ephemerides requires the error
corrector to deduce the argument of the latitude from the output of SGP4,
to estimate the correction to be added from the HTLE additional parameters,
according to line 11 in algorithm 1, and finally to convert the corrected argument
of the latitude, together with the rest of SGP4 output variables, into the desired
set of coordinates.
It is worth noting that any other variable or subset of variables, apart from
the argument of the latitude, can be chosen to have their errors modeled, in
the HTLE-distributor side, and corrected, in the end-user side, hence allowing
for maximum flexibility to choose the most influential variables for each orbital
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Figure 4: Flow chart summarizing the process followed in the illustrative case presented in
this study.
regime, which is an ongoing line of research.
5. Conclusion
The application of the hybrid propagation methodology to the well-known
SGP4 orbit propagator allows for the extension of the validity of TLEs with
little complexity and computational burden for the end user. A remarkable
result can be achieved by modeling the argument of the latitude error, which
implies handling just one time series, and thus a simplification of the model. In
addition, as the argument of the latitude is one of the polar-nodal variables, it is
non-singular, and therefore valid for small values of eccentricity and inclination.
Nevertheless, different variables or subsets of variables can be processed
according to this methodology, which allows having a complete family of hybrid
propagators, from which to choose the best suited for each orbital regime. This
is an ongoing line of research in which valuable results are expected.
This methodology could be adopted in a very simple and non-intrusive way.
It would require that TLEs be distributed with some additional information
that the end user would need so as to complement the standard SGP4 output
in order to correct its error. The institution in possession of the osculating
elements would have to model the error of each orbiter, in order to incorporate
the parameters deduced during the application of the Holt-Winters algorithm
to the modeling of the error time series into the hybrid TLEs, HTLEs. The
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implementation of the correction is totally non-intrusive for SGP4. The end
user would simply have to use a hybrid SGP4 propagator, HSGP4, composed
of the standard SGP4 plus an error corrector.
It is worth mentioning that the overhead imposed by the proposed method-
ology is very reduced, not only concerning the amount of additional information
to be included in HTLEs, which can be limited to just a few parameters, but also
with regard to the computational burden, which implies a few basic operations,
both in the HTLE-distributor and in the end-user sides.
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